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I.Match the sentences with the pictures. 

 
d c b a 

    
 

1.This invention made the world lighter.  

2.This picture shows that we should not give up at all. 

3.We can protect nature by using this means of transportation. 

4.Many tourists go to Egypt to visit this historical and wonderful place. 
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II.Fill in the blanks with the given words. One is extra. 

 

careless / device / donate / hunt / paradise 
 
5.Some people -------------- their blood to save the injured. 

6.I don't know why they should kill or -------------- such animals. 

7.It was ---------- of her to break the dishes, but it was just an accident. 

8.Do you know who invented the sound recording --------------? I think Edison did it. 
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III. Unscramble the following sentences. 

 
9.this year / English / you / teach / may / who /? 

 

11.what / Tom / you / was / him / saw / doing / when / ? 
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II. Correct the following passage and find the wrong words.  

 

The traffic lights was red, so I stoped my car. While I was wait for it to change into 

green, a police car come up behind my car and hit my car. 

11. ------------------ 12. --------------------- 13.------------------ 14.------------------  
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III. Choose the best answer. 

 
51. "What ---------- tomorrow?" "I don't know." 
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1)  they will do              2) will they do              3) they won't do             4) do they do 

51.Why don't you buy this car? It is better and ---------- . 

1) cheaper                 2) cheapest                     3) cheaply                 4) cheaper than   

51.Reza's sister cut ---------- while working in the kitchen. 

1) himself                   2) themselves                 3) ourselves                    4) herself  

51.I go ----- school ----- seven ----- the morning.  

1) to / in / in                 2) to / at / in                    3) in / at / in           4) to / at / at 

51. Can you ---------- this letter into English for me? I am not good at English. 

 1) translate                   2) imagine                      3) research                    4) behaved                  

02.Did you ---------- the meeting? Yes, it was very useful and informative. 

1) arrive                   2) connect                     3) attend                    4) develop 

05.Some Iranian students work over summer ---------- to save money.  

1) countries                2) laboratories               3) destinations                 4) vacations 

00.A person that visits a holy shrine is called a(n) ---------- . 

1) pilgrim                   2) tourist                          3) inventor                     4) translator 
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IV-Look at the pictures and answer the questions completely. 

   
23. Is the dog as heavy as the zebra? 

24. Which animal is the heavies of all? 
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V-Read the following sentences and unscramble the words. 

25. When we meet local people, we must not forget that they are our ------------------.(esgsuts) 

26. Scientists work hard and do research to solve ----------------. (polmrbes) 
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V-Read the passage carefully and answer the questions. 

I was having dinner at a restaurant when Babak came in. Babak worked in a factory but now he is 

working at a bank. He gets a good salary, but he always borrows money from his friends and never 

pays it back. Babak saw me and came and sat at the same table. While we were eating, I asked him 

to lend me some money. To my surprise, he gave me the money immediately. “I have never 

borrowed any money from you. Now you can pay for my dinner.” 

27.What does Babak always do? 

 

28.Where was the writer having dinner? 

 

True or False: 

 

29.Babak is a poor person. 

 

31. The writer asked Babak to pay for his dinner. 
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Row Question 

1 

I.Match the sentences with the pictures.  
 

1.c   2.d   3.b   4.a 
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II.Fill in the blanks with the given words. One is extra.  
 

5.donate   6.hunt   7.careless   8.device 
 

3 

llowing sentences. III. Unscramble the fo 
9. Who may you teach English this year? 
11.What was Tom doing when you saw him? 

 

4 

e wrong words. find thCorrect the following passage and II.  
 
11. were                     12. them                13.waiting         14.stopped 
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 answer.III. Choose the best  
 
1.52          1.52           11.4         11.2    1.51         2.53    2154  2251 
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. completely answer the questionsLook at the pictures and -IV 

23. No, zebra is heavier than the dog. 
24. The elephant is the heaviest of all 
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e words.unscramble th Read the following sentences and-V 
2.. guests 
2.. problem 
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Read the passage carefully and answer the questions.-V 
27.He always borrows money from his friends and never pays it back 
28. He was having dinner at the restaurant. 
True or False: 
29.False 
01. False 
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